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Most authorization approaches are based on the 
identity of users in the sytem 

Policy models typically manage permissions on a per-user basis 
  This is clearly the case in DAC models 
  In MAC models, we need to user ID to determine clearance level 
  RBAC wouldn’t work without User-Role bindings 

This is also the case with authorization models based on X.509 and PGP 



Question: Think about identity-based access control approaches. 
For what types of domains are these well-suited?  Where might 

these approaches break down? What are some desirable features 
that you think a trust management approach should support? 



Using these approaches, a non-trivial authorization 
process must be built in to every application 

The certification framework must: 
  Obtain certificates, verify signatures 
  Verify that each certificate is unrevoked 
  Attempt to find a trust path for each certificate 
  Extract the user names from the certificates 
  Lookup the list of actions that each user is 

allowed to perform 

The application must then: 
  Determine whether the requested operation is legal based upon the user 

name, trusted certifier, and local policy 
  Proceed if everything is in order 

Note:  The last two steps must be implemented by each application! 

✔ ✔ 
Bob Celeste 

Requiring each application to understand and 
interpret security policy is unreasonable!!



The goal of trust management is to simplify this process 
and manage policy as a system service 

“It is our thesis that a coherent intellectual framework is needed for the 
study of security policies, security credentials, and trust relationships.  
We refer collectively to these components of network services as the 

trust management problem.” 

Blaze, Feigenbaum, and Lacy’s work had many important contributions 
  Defined the trust management problem 
  Argued that the management of trust should be a service, rather than an 

application-level responsibility 
  Developed a set of driving principles for trust management services 
  Presented PolicyMaker, the first trust management system 



PolicyMaker’s design was based upon four 
general principles 

Unified mechanism 
  Policies, credentials, and trust relationships are represented as 

programs in a “safe” programming language 
  By providing a common language for these features, the entire 

process can be managed in a consistent manner 

Flexibility 
  Expressive enough to represent complex trust relationships 
  Simple enough to do basic things without undue complications 

Locality of control 
  Each principal decides the circumstances under which it will accept 

credentials from remote parties 
  Note: This avoids the assumption of globally-trusted “roots” 

Separation of Policy from Mechanism 
  Verification of credentials is a standardized process, with no ties to 

the semantics of the credentials or the application using them 
  Result: PolicyMaker can be used by a wide range of applications 



These principles greatly simplify the authorization 
process from the perspective of the application 

To make an authorization decision: 
  Obtain remote certificates, verify signatures on certificates and 

application request 
  Verify that each certificate is unrevoked 
  Submit request, certificates, and local policy to the PolicyMaker 

trust management engine 
  Proceed if approved 

Application PolicyMaker 

P 

Request 

✔ ✔ 
P 

Request 



The trust management approach is a departure 
from a pure PKI model 

These systems answer fundamentally different questions: 
  PKI:  What identity does this certificate represent? 
  TM:  Do these certificates authorize the requested operation? 

A further difference is that a trust management system produces a proof 
of authorization, while standard identity certificates only provide inputs 
to some proprietary decision algorithm 

The Result:  In a trust management system, users can check their own 
authorizations! 

Question:  What type of authorization tokens do trust management 
certificates resemble? 



The basic function of PolicyMaker is to process queries 

A PolicyMaker query is a statement of the form: 

k1, k2, …, kn REQUESTS ActionString 

Note that action strings are expressed in application-specific languages 
that are not, and need not be, understood by PolicyMaker 

Question:  Why would multiple keys need to be associated with an 
application-level request? 

Public keys of the principal(s) requesting 
an operation be carried out 

An application-level request 



PolicyMaker processes queries based on trust 
information encoded in assertions 

An assertion is a digitally-signed statement of the form: 

Source ASSERTS AuthorityStruct WHERE Filter 

What are some example AuthorityStruct filters? 

Source is either the keyword 
“policy” or the public key of the 

principal who makes this assertion. 

The public key (or keys) to whom 
this assertion applies. 

A predicate that specifies the 
action strings that authorized by 

this assertion 

Single user 

k of n threshold 

Separation of duty 



A query is a request to determine whether some collection of 
certificates authorizes a particular action 

In PolicyMaker, query answering can be reduced to graph search 
  Nodes:  Local policy sources and certificates 
  Edges:  Filters extracted from assertion credentials 

Goal:  Find a path from the local policy to the requestor along 
which each filter approves of the requested action string 

Given the above, should C2’s request “Read /home/C2/mine.txt” 
succeed?  What about the request “Read /etc/shadow”? 

P ADM C2 

ADM Controls access  
to /home/ 

C2 may access  
/home/C2/* 



Example:  Secure Email 

Suppose that an email application wants to establish the username and 
organization of a user before accepting a message 

It is easy to do this on a per-user basis: 

policy ASSERTS
  pgp: “0xf00122…” 
  WHERE PREDICATE=regexp: “(From: Alice) && (Organization: Bob Labs)”;

This shows that PolicyMaker can do what PGP can do.  The question is, 
can we do better? 

From:  <sender’s name>
Organization:  <sender’s organization>

…

Goal:  Ensure that this 
information is authentic! 

The fingerprint of Alice’s 
PGP key… 

… is allowed to include 
these headers 



Allowing a level of indirection… 

Let’s allow Bob to certify all users from Bob Labs… 

policy ASSERTS pgp: “0x12345…” WHERE PREDICATE=regexp: “Organization: Bob Labs”;

Now, Bob can certify Alice’s key… 

pgp: “0x12345…” ASSERTS pgp: “0xf00122…” WHERE PREDICATE=regexp: “From: Alice”;

Would the following queries succeed? 

1.  pgp: “0xf00122…” REQUESTS “From: Alice"
                                                Organization: Bob Labs”;

2.  pgp: “0xf00122…” REQUESTS “From: Alice"
                                                Organization: Matt Labs”;



Why did the first query succeed? 

pgp: “0x12345…” ASSERTS pgp: “0xf00122…” WHERE PREDICATE=regexp: “From Alice”;

policy ASSERTS pgp: “0x12345…” WHERE PREDICATE=regexp: “Organization: Bob Labs”;

policy pgp: 
“0x12345…” 

PREDICATE=regexp: “Organization: Bob Labs”;

pgp: 
“0xf00122…” 

PREDICATE=regexp: “From Alice”;



PolicyMaker has a number of important strengths 

Stength #1:  PolicyMaker subsumes identity-based authorization 

C2 may access  
/home/C2/* 

C2 P 

Cn 

…
 

C1 

/home/C1 /home/C2 … /home/Cn 

C1 r, w, x … 

C2 r, w, x … 

… … … … … 

Cn … r, w, x 



PolicyMaker has a number of important strengths 

Stength #2:  Separation of mechanism 

Application 

Security logic 

… 

Application 

PolicyMaker 

… 



PolicyMaker has a number of important strengths 

Stength #3:  Authority structures are fairly powerful 

As a result, PolicyMaker is very generalizable 
  Capable of expressing a wide range of policy idioms 
  Suitable to integrate with a large number of applications 

Single user 

k of n threshold 

Separation of duty 



What does all of this buy us? 

Few, fixed 
data sources 

Heterogeneous 
and dynamic data 

Trusted admins, 
clear boundaries 

Untrusted admins, 
fluid boundaries 

Fixed set of 
users/resources 

Completely 
dynamic system 

Closed system 



So, what’s the catch? 

Question: Giving PolicyMaker the ability to write filter predicate 
in using an executable language gives great flexibility in defining 
access policies.  However, there’s no such thing as a free lunch.  

What are some potential pitfalls of this approach? 
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What’s wrong with PolicyMaker? 

Simple example:  Suppose a bookstore wants to give 15% off to 
students of a nearby university.  Can PolicyMaker do this? 

Approach #1: 
  Bookstore to University:  Credential whose filter is a program that accepts 

discount request ActionStrings 
  University to every student:  Credential whose filter is a program that 

accepts discount request ActionStrings 
  Cons: 

  Multiple discounts? 
  Lots of students? 

Approach #2: 
  University creates group key for “all students” 
  Bookstore to group key:  Credential whose filter is a program that accepts 

discount request ActionStrings 
  Cons: 

  Bookstore needs to figure out the university’s group key system 
  Managing group keys is not always easy 



The RT system provides a very expressive, yet 
tractable approach to TM 

To simplify authorization in collaborative environments, Li et al. argue 
that attribute-based access control (ABAC) systems should support the 
following properties: 

  Decentralized attributes:  An entity should assert that another entity 
possesses a certain attribute 

  Delegation of attribute authority: An entity trusts another entity’s 
judgment on some attribute 

  Inference of attributes:  One attribute can be used to infer another 
  Attribute fields:  Attributes might have internal structure 
  Attribute-based delegation of attribute authority:  E.g., certified 

universities can identify their students 

RT attains these properties by combining the strengths of RBAC and trust 
management approaches to authorization 



RT uses two main abstractions 

Entities 
  Base unit of authorization 
  User 
  Process 
  Etc. 

  Identified using public keys 

Roles 
  At their simplest, roles are 

just groups of users 
  Identified by a unique name 

  “Faculty” 
  “Employee” 
  Etc. 

  RT allows roles to be defined 
by any entity 
  Pitt.Employee 
  Microsoft.Employee 



RT is actually a family of trust management 
policy languages 

RT0: Basic 
decentralized roles 

RT1: Parameterized 
role definitions 

RT2: Logical objects 

RTT: Manifold roles 
and role product 

operators 

RTD: Delegation of 
role activations 



RT0 is the simplest RT language 

Four simple rules can be used to allow principals to define roles 

1. Simple Membership:  A.R ← B 
  B ∈ members(A.R) 

2. Simple Containment:  A.R1 ← B.R2 
  members(B.R2) ⊆ members(A.R1) 

3. Intersection Containment:  A.R ← B1.R1 ∩ … ∩ Bn.Rn 
  members(A.R) ⊇ members(B1.R1) ∩ … ∩ members(Bn.Rn) 

4. Linking Containment:  A.R ← A.R1.R2 
  members(A.R) ⊇ { p | ∃ X : p ∈ members(X.R2) ∧ X ∈ members(A.R1) } 

Ninghui Li, William H. Winsborough, and John C. Mitchell, “Distributed Credential Chain Discovery in 
Trust Management (Extended Abstract),” Proceedings of the 8th ACM Conference on Computer and 
Communications Security (CCS), Nov. 2001. 



With these four types of rules, we can express a wide 
range of interesting security policies 

Example:  Discounts at the book store 

Consider the following policy: 
1.  EPub.disct ← EPub.preferred ∩ EPub.student 
2.  EPub.preferred ← EOrg.preferred 
3.  EOrg.preferred ← IEEE.member 
4.  EPub.student ← EPub.university.studID 
5.  EPub.University ← ABU.accredited 

If Alice can scrape together the following credentials, she gets a discount! 
  ABU.accredited ← StateU 
  StateU.stuID ← Alice 
  IEEE.member ← Alice 

RT0 meets each of the five ABAC requirements except “attribute fields” 

2.  Delegation of attribute authority 

3.  Inference of attributes 

5.  Attribute-based delegation 
of attribute authority 

1.  Decentralized attributes 



RT1 extends RT0 by allowing the definition of 
parameterized roles (i.e., attribute fields) 

Only minimal changes are made to our four types of role definition 

1. Simple Membership:  A.R(h1, …, hn) ← B 
  Principal B is a member of principal A’s role R 

2. Simple Containment:  A.R1(h1, …, hn) ← B.R2(s1, …, sm) 
  Principal A’s role R1 contains (at least) all members of principal B’s role R2 

3. Intersection Containment:  A.R(h1, …, ha)  ← B1.R1(s1, …, sb)  ∩ … ∩ 
                                                                    Bn.Rn(r1, …, rc)  

  Principal A’s role R contains all principals who are members of each role B1.R1, 
…, Bn.Rn 

4. Linking Containment:  A.R(h1, …, hn)  ← A.R1(s1, …, sm).R2(r1, …, ro)  
  Principal A’s role R contains all principals who are members of the role B.R2, 

where B is an arbitrary member of A.R1 



RT1 Examples 

Example 1:  Alice is the president of AliceLabs. 

AliceLabs.employee(title=“President) ← Alice 

Example 2:  Pitt CS students have preferred access to the library.  All 
other CS students just have regular access. 

Library.Access(preferred=true) ← Pitt.student(dept=“CS”) 
Library.Access(preferred=false) ← Library.univ.student(dept=“CS”) 

Library.univ ← ABU.accredited 



How can we answer queries in RT? 

One solution:  Use logic programming! 
  RT credentials can be translated into Datalog assertions 
  Query evaluation in Datalog with constraints is tractable for the 

constraint domains used by RT 

Simple Membership:  A.R ← B 
  isMember(B, A, R) 

Simple Containment:  A.R1 ← B.R2 

  isMember(?z, A, R1) ← isMember(?z, B, R2) 

Intersection Containment:  A.R ← B1.R1 ∩ … ∩ Bn.Rn 

  isMember(?z, A, R) ← isMember(?z, B1, R1), …, isMember(?z, B1, R1) 

Linking Containment:  A.R ← A.R1.R2 

  isMember(?z, A, R) ← isMember(?x, A, R1), isMember(?z, ?x, R2) 



Example:  Alice and her discount 

RT Policy: 
EPub.disct ← EPub.preferred ∩ EPub.student 
EPub.preferred ← EOrg.preferred 
EOrg.preferred ← IEEE.member 
EPub.student ← EPub.university.studID 
EPub.University ← ABU.accredited 

Other Credentials: 
ABU.accredited ← StateU 
StateU.stuID ← Alice 
IEEE.member ← Alice 

Proof: 
isMember(?z, EPub, disct) 
      isMember(?z, EPub, preferred) 
            isMember(?z, EOrg, preferred) 
                  isMember(?z, IEEE, member) 
                        isMember(Alice, IEEE, member) 
      isMember(?z, EPub, student) 
            isMember(?x, EPub, university) 
                  isMember(?x, ABU, accredited) 
                        isMember(StateU, ABU, accredited) 
            isMember(?z, ?x, student) 
                  isMember(Alice, StateU, student) 

Wait, what about RT1? 

This is actually pretty easy… 

E.g., A.R(a=v) ← B.R1(a’ > c) becomes: 
isMember(?z, A, R, v) ← isMember(?z, B, R1, ?x), ?x > c 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 



Question:  We have now seen two different declarative semantics for 
RT: one based on sets, and one based on Datalog.  Why is having a 

declarative semantics a such a big deal for a policy language? 



RTT supports threshold policies and separation of duty 

This is accomplished by allowing the definition of manifold roles 
  A manifold role defines a set of entity collections 
  I.e., a role “member” might be a set of principals 

Two new rules are added to support manifold roles: 

1.  A.R ← B1.R1 ⊙ … ⊙ Bk.Rk 

  {s1, …, sk} ∈ A.R if si ∈ Bi.Ri 

2.  A.R ← B1.R1 ⊗ … ⊗ Bk.Rk 

  {s1, …, sk} ∈ A.R if si ∈ Bi.Ri and each si is distinct 

This can be used to 
define policies requiring 

the cooperation of 
multiple roles!

This can be used to define 
threshold and separation of 

duty policies!



RTT Examples 

Example 1:  Approval requires a manager and an auditor 

Bank.approval ← Bank.manager ⊙ Bank.auditor 

Example 2:  Approval requires a manager and a different auditor 

Bank.approval ← Bank.manager ⊗ Bank.auditor 

Example 3:  A check whose value is over $5000 can only be issued if 
approved by three different managers and a (possibly overlapping) auditor 

Bank.BigCheck ← Bank.manager ⊗ Bank.manager ⊗ 
                           Bank.manager ⊙ Bank.auditor 



RTD adds support for delegation 

What do delegation credentials look like? 

Alice                          Bob 

This is actually a fairly useful construction 
  Delegation of rights to others 
  Principle of least privilege via delegation within sessions 

Note: RTD can be combined with any other RT language 
  RT1

D → RT1 with support for delegation 
  RT0

TD → RT0 with support for manifold roles and delegation 

Alice as Pitt.Grants 



Strengths of RT 

Strength #1:  Increased expressive power 
  Decentralized attributes:  An entity should assert that another entity 

possesses a certain attribute 
  Delegation of attribute authority: An entity trusts another entity’s 

judgment on some attribute 
  Inference of attributes:  One attribute can be used to infer another 
  Attribute fields:  Attributes might have internal structure 
  Attribute-based delegation of attribute authority:  E.g., certified 

universities can identify their students 

Strength #2:  Many variants to choose from 
  Choose only the complexity that you need 
  Pick the one that best fits your needs! 

Strength #3:  Declarative semantics 

Stength #4:  Analysis is tractable 



Weaknesses of RT 

Question:  As always, nothing is perfect, what are some 
weaknesses that you see with the RT family of languages? 

Many variants to choose 
from  

How can we gather collections 
of distributed credentials? 

Limited support for 
“interesting” constraints 



Implementation considerations 

Just because RT policies can be viewed as logic programs, does 
this mean that this is the best way to do things? 

For a quick and dirty experiment, sure.  But… 
  Many theorem provers work bottom-up.  This is probably more expensive 

than necessary for answering goal-oriented queries. 
  Not all theorem provers are guaranteed to terminate.  (Prolog, I’m looking 

at you here…) 
  General purpose top-down provers that are guaranteed to terminate might 

be too large to be useful in certain environments 

Are there other options? 
  Graph exploration (distributed processing) 
  Expert system (local processing) 

Li et al., CCS 2001!

Lee and Winslett, ASIACCS 2008!



RT Wrap-Up 

The RT family of trust management languages is an improvement over 
more capability-based trust management systems, like PolicyMaker 

  Since roles are first class objects, specifying policies is very natural 
  RT’s five properties provide more expressive power than PolicyMaker 

  Decentralized attributes 
  Delegation of attribute authority 
  Inference of attributes 
  Attribute fields 
  Attribute-based delegation of attribute authority 

  Clean logical policy representation 
  Role definitions can be represented using constraint Datalog 

  Tractable analysis is possible 

Moving forward, we will look at: 
  Adding support for credential discover to RT 
  Languages with richer constraint support 
  Methods for protecting the disclosure of sensitive policies 


